On September 2, 2009, Japan’s new prime minister, Yukio Hatoyama, received his first congratulatory phone call from President Barack Obama. In their discussion, Hatoyama reportedly emphasized that the landslide victory of his Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) on August 30 was due in large part to the “change” theme championed by Obama himself in the 2008 U.S. presidential election. Hatoyama was not just flattering the U.S. president. At the time of Japan’s election, Obama enjoyed 90 percent popularity in Japan—far higher than his support in the United States and about twice Hatoyama’s own popularity in most Japanese polls. The Japanese public was fascinated that the American people had elected such an unlikely candidate and rejected the party in power at the ballot box. They themselves had only voted a government out of power twice before in Japanese history: in 1924 and 1947. All other peaceful changes of power were worked out in smoke filled rooms by senior politicians. That was how the conservative Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) that ruled Japan since 1955 briefly lost power to an eight-party coalition cobbled together in 1993 by Morihiro Hosokawa.

Japan has a fundamentally conservative political culture—it does not do bottom-up revolutions. Even the greatest internal regime change in Japanese modern history—the 1868 Meiji Restoration—represented the return of Imperial power after a struggle of one group of elites against another, rather than a popular rebellion from below. Yet, on August 30 it was the Japanese voters who gave the DPJ the biggest landslide in Japanese political history, with the party’s ranks
swelling from 115 to 308 of the 480 seats in the powerful Lower House of the Diet and the LDP collapsing from 300 seats to 119.

In their phone call, Obama congratulated Hatoyama on his historic victory and pledged to work closely with the new Japanese government. Senior staff on both sides, however, urged the two leaders to avoid specifics, and for good reason. The DPJ had made a number of contentious campaign pledges about blocking agreements on realignment of U.S. bases in Japan and unilaterally withdrawing Japanese naval forces refueling coalition vessels under U.S.-led counterterrorism operations in the Indian Ocean. The Obama administration’s experienced Asia hands knew that the DPJ was internally divided over these pledges and therefore might be coaxed away from the most problematic ones after settling into power. For its part, the DPJ leadership was aware that the election had not been about foreign policy, that 75 percent of the public supported the U.S.-Japan alliance, and that an open fight with Obama could backfire domestically against the untested government.

The DPJ leadership hoped that by first focusing on the personal relationship between Hatoyama and Obama and their common “change” themes, they would be able to address these issues later rather than shelving them, which would have precipitated a rupture within the party itself as well as with the leftist Social Democratic Party (SDP) in the ruling coalition. For their part, senior U.S. officials hoped to minimize change to the alliance by emphasizing “respect” and “patience” in the short term, and then steadily socializing the new government to the reality that there is virtually no difference in the Japan strategies of the Bush and Obama administrations. This delicate dance continues.

One thing is clear from this seismic occurrence in Japanese political history: the structure of Japanese politics and policymaking will change. That is what exit polls showed the Japanese people voted for, and it is what they will receive. The public polling, however, suggests that the new DPJ government does not have a clear mandate on foreign and economic policy, nor is there cohesion on these issues even within the party leadership. How Hatoyama and the DPJ leadership negotiate these issues over the coming months, and probably years, will matter. Japan is still the second largest economy in the world and the second largest financial contributor to most international institutions including the UN, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank. Japan’s alliance with the United States is indispensable to the U.S. military presence in the Asia-Pacific region and to Japan’s security, and stands as the cornerstone for peace and stability in a region witnessing enormous shifts in the balance of power.

This election was mainly about throwing out the LDP.
Japan's Confused Revolution

The structure of international relations in Asia, the limited options for revitalizing Japanese economic growth, and the polling data on the preferences of Japanese voters all suggest that the general trajectory of Japanese foreign and economic policy will not fundamentally change in the longer term, even if there is a bumpy and uncomfortable ride for the U.S.-Japan alliance in the short term. But there is enough uncertainty now in Japanese politics that even this cannot be taken as a certainty. It is, therefore, important to unbundle the election result and to understand a) why the LDP was so thoroughly thrashed; b) how Japanese policymaking and the political process will now change; c) what the DPJ will likely say and do (two different things) on security policy; and finally, d) whether DPJ policies will revitalize the Japanese economy.

Why the Bums Were Thrown Out

The end of the LDP’s dominance of Japanese politics was inevitable. The party was formed in 1955 out of a merger of smaller conservative parties that agreed on three broad principles: prioritize economic recovery, align with the United States in the Cold War (these first two were mutually reinforcing), and develop the minimal military defense capabilities necessary to hedge against abandonment by the United States while avoiding a debilitating debate over rearmament at home and in Asia. The party was a creature of the Cold War and, like conservative parties in South Korea and Taiwan, thrived in a bipolar international system.

The LDP also stayed in power by responding to crises in public confidence, shifting leadership among the party’s fiercely competitive factions two dozen times and by taking steps to redistribute wealth through stimulus packages or social welfare policies co-opted from the hapless socialist and left-of-center opposition parties. Gerrymandered districts gave the LDP a solid electoral base in conservative rural districts that also enjoyed closed agricultural markets. Big business, represented by the Federation of Economic Organizations (Keidanren), tolerated the inefficiencies in the rural economy and bankrolled the LDP in exchange for help against labor unions, foreign competition, and the occasional overly zealous bureaucrat. And bureaucrats played their part by making sure the economy continued humming at a fine pitch, returning the LDP to power election after election.

All of this changed, of course. By the 1970s, politicians figured out how to manipulate government budgets to enrich their districts and line their own pockets without kowtowing to bureaucrats. The new way of politics was mastered by a former army sergeant named Kakuei Tanaka, whose faction dominated the internal LDP balance of power until the ascent of Junichiro Koizumi in 2001. The Tanaka faction pioneered the use of Japan’s colossal postal savings system
and other semi-public corporations to fund projects throughout the countryside. After the 1985 Plaza Accord committed Japan to reduce global current account imbalances by increasing the value of the yen, Japanese assets suddenly swelled in value, creating a “bubble economy” and huge cash flows into Nagata-cho (Japan’s Capitol Hill) with the predictable result of politicians becoming even more corrupt. Keidanren and big business grew concerned, but no longer had the same hold on the LDP because of the party’s diversified fund-raising techniques. (Big business was also more focused on moving manufacturing overseas because of the stronger yen.)

The entire “1955 system”—as the iron triangle of the LDP, business, and the bureaucracy was known—began to unravel by the early 1990s. Corruption scandals proliferated, epitomized by prosecutors’ discovery of a secret room in the house of Tanaka faction strongman, Shin Kanemaru, containing piles of gold bars, precious gems, and German bearer bond notes. The economic bubble collapsed with a precipitous drop in the value of the Tokyo stock exchange in 1990 that ushered in a “lost” decade of anemic growth and a steady loss of public confidence in the LDP and the bureaucracy.

Meanwhile, the end of the Cold War sucked the old ideological oxygen out of the system. First, the ranks of the SDP began evaporating, and then it was the LDP’s turn. Many observers wrote the party’s obituary in 1993 when Hosokawa took the government away from the LDP with a coalition of LDP defectors and new center-left parties. In some ways, that really was the year the LDP died. But the party managed to resurrect itself in a state resembling the undead, sustaining its own life by forming a coalition with, and subsequently sucking the life out of, first what was left of their old enemies, the SDP, in 1994 and then with smaller, more malleable parties beginning in 1996.

Despite this skillful coalition maneuvering, the LDP continued to lose the public’s confidence until it was again saved from the brink of disaster in 2001 by a new face for the party: the successful insurgent campaign of the maverick reformer Koizumi. He won the party presidency, and with it the premiership, by taking on the Tanaka faction and the old party bosses, vowing to destroy the party in order to bring reform, if he had to. While internationally, Koizumi was best known for his decisive and sometimes controversial decisions on foreign and security policy, such as his deployment of Japanese Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) to Iraq or his visits to Yasukuni Shrine (and, of course, his Elvis Presley imitation), at home it was the death blow he dealt to the Tanaka faction style of LDP policy.

The new DPJ government does not have a clear mandate on foreign and economic policy.
politics by dismantling and privatizing the postal savings system, the engine of Tanaka’s empire. What followed next was a clash of titans, won by Koizumi only after he ejected dozens of members of the LDP who opposed postal privatization by running fresh new candidates against them in their own districts. The public loved it, handing Koizumi 300 seats in the August 2005 election—Japan’s largest electoral landslide up to that point.

When Koizumi left office in September 2006 as he had promised to do from the beginning, he had the highest popular support ratings of a departing prime minister in Japanese history.4 His successors—Shinzo Abe, Yasuo Fukuda, and Taro Aso—all fell within a year. They lacked Koizumi’s charisma and especially his luck. Abe was particularly star-crossed when it was exposed on his watch that the government had years earlier lost track of 50 million pensions, a revelation that cost the LDP control of the Upper House of the Diet in July 2007 elections, handing the DPJ a perch to slow down legislation and throw the Diet into paralysis. Koizumi’s successors also failed for another reason: they no longer represented change. Where Koizumi had defied faction bosses and ejected opponents of reform from the party, his successors returned to traditional faction-based cabinets and welcomed the anti-reform defectors back into the party’s fold.

The devastation wrought on the Japanese economy by the international financial crisis alone might have been enough to cost the LDP the election, but victory would have been elusive even without the crisis. Koizumi had brought Japanese politics forward, but his successors seemed to be letting it slide back to an era the Japanese voters had already rejected.

To be sure, the DPJ deserves credit for winning. They fielded charismatic candidates, apportioned seats carefully to avoid internal squabbles or competition with other opposition parties, and capitalized on popular resentment of the bureaucracy’s mismanagement of pension funds and the economy. But these tactical successes only assured the scale of the opposition’s victory. The most important thing the DPJ had to do to win in August 2009 was not make mistakes as the LDP ship slowly sunk below the waves.

A typical indicator of this sentiment was a poll taken by the liberal Asahi Shimbun the day after the election in which 69 percent of voters said that the change of government was a good thing. This surprisingly included 46 percent of people who had voted for the LDP.5 In the same poll, 81 percent responded that they thought the DPJ had won because people wanted a change of government, while only 38 percent responded that the DPJ victory was due to its policies. Nor do the voters want to see a new governing party dominate politics the way the LDP had. They want a competitive two-party system. Seventy-six percent of respondents in the Asahi Shimbun poll said that they wanted the LDP to recover their competitiveness, and in another poll taken on September 7 by the conservative Sankei Shimbun, 66 percent of respondents said the DPJ had won
“too many seats” (this had to have included a significant number of people who had voted for the DPJ). In short, this election was mainly about throwing out the LDP rather than embracing the specific policy proposals espoused by the victorious DPJ.

Changes in Politics and Policymaking

Of course by throwing out the LDP, voters also hoped to change the style of politics and policymaking. When asked after the election what campaign pledge the DPJ should implement, Japanese voters overwhelmingly say the party’s promise to “change the relationship between politicians and bureaucrats.” This was also a central theme in the DPJ’s August 18, 2009 campaign manifesto and stands as the one area where the left, right, and center of the party have consensus. Bureaucracy-bashing is not only popular, it is critical to the DPJ’s efforts to solidify its base by redirecting budget outlays away from traditional LDP constituencies before the Upper House elections scheduled for the summer of 2010.

The DPJ is attempting to bend bureaucrats to its will with four major changes in policymaking. First and most important, the party has shifted the initiative on forming the national budget to the prime minister’s office by establishing the new National Strategy Unit (Kokka Senryaku Kyoku), headed by former DPJ leader and current Deputy Prime Minister Naoto Kan and his deputy, Motohisa Furukawa (who is one of a number of talented younger technocrats recruited by the party over the years). In one sense, the National Strategy Unit builds on efforts by the LDP to strengthen the authority and power of the prime minister’s office that began under Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone in the 1980s and reached a crescendo with Abe’s 2007 proposal for legislation to form a Japan National Security Council (modeled in part on the U.S. National Security Act of 1947). Those LDP efforts, however, focused largely on security strategy and crisis management. For the DPJ, it is about the economy and more specifically about control of the budget. The new National Strategy Unit is already pouring over the bureaucrats’ proposals for the fiscal year 2010 budget, which should be approved by the cabinet in December 2009 and the Diet in March 2010.

The second major change in policymaking is the DPJ pledge that policy formation will take place in the cabinet and not within the party. The LDP Policy Affairs Research Council and its powerful policy “tribes” (zoku) had steadily emerged as a shadow government that deliberated major policy decisions, leaving Diet committees to fight over politics rather than the substance of legislation. The process took place within LDP headquarters and was not transparent. The DPJ argues that leaving policymaking to the cabinet
will make it clear who is accountable for decisions and will force the chief cabinet secretary to explain the government’s policy deliberations in his daily press conferences (the cabinet secretary also serves as chief spokesman for the government).

The third change by the DPJ is the elimination of the Administrative Vice Ministers Coordination Meetings (Jimu jikan kaigi) where the top bureaucrats from each ministry would attempt to resolve interagency issues without having their political masters involved. This system basically reinforced mutual self-protection of each bureaucratic stovepipe at a time when policy challenges increasingly cut across jurisdictional lines and required better coordination. The DPJ has instead instituted regular coordination of the parliamentary vice-ministers, ensuring that the politicians themselves are doing the key cross-agency coordination.

Finally, the DPJ has promised to have at least 100 politicians in the ministries as political appointees, a promise that has caused several top bureaucrats to worry about their own jobs. In reality, very few are likely to be fired since politicians would not actually know how to run things without professionals (and there were already 70 or so politicians assigned as ministers or junior ministers). The main job of the increased politicians will be to look over the shoulders of the bureaucrats and make sure the policy process is not hidden from the prime minister.

On the whole, these changes bode well for Japan’s democracy. They should open Japan’s policy process to greater public scrutiny and participation by civil society and will strengthen the hands of the politicians, meaning future governments, even the LDP, will likely retain them. Over time, the changes should also benefit competent and articulate policy experts rising up through the ranks of the political parties, improving the quality of Japanese political leadership. Moreover, the shock of electoral defeat and detachment from the government trough should also shake up the LDP. Perhaps it will even revitalize Keidanren itself, where declining industries like steel and chemicals have a disproportionate influence, reflecting the heavy industrial stage of Japanese economic development rather than the new internationalism of Japan’s most successful companies. Overall, the Japanese public may finally receive the changes in governance they have wanted for over a decade.

On the other hand, there are reasons to be skeptical about the prospects for revolutionary change in the style of Japanese politics. Indeed, 46 percent of Japanese polled after the election by Asahi Shimbun said they doubted the DPJ

Senior officials are now uncertain what Japanese policy will be on Afghanistan or nuclear weapons.
would actually be able to change politics in the end. One source of skepticism is who actually leads the DPJ: Hatoyama has proven surprisingly popular for a man once dismissed by his opponents as a “space man” because of his odd temperament. But there is no doubt that the real power behind the throne lies with Ichiro Ozawa, the secretary-general of the DPJ, principal architect of the party’s electoral victory, and therefore godfather to most of its 193 freshly elected Lower House members (though a fundraising scandal forced him to resign as party leader and prime ministerial candidate in May 2009). Ozawa once championed the idea of reform in his 1994 book, *Blueprint for a New Japan,* and was one of the defectors who helped briefly bring down the LDP in 1993. He has a well-earned reputation for Machiavellian political tactics, which he learned at the knee of the Tanaka faction.

In fact, looking at the new cabinet, it is not difficult to spot the reactionary residue of the old 1955 system. The new minister for banking and postal services in the cabinet is Shizuka Kamei of the Japan New Party, an LDP veteran cast out by Koizumi’s postal reform battles, now in charge of rolling those reforms back on behalf of the coalition. The major economic theme put forward by the coalition on its first day in office was an attack on the free market reforms of Koizumi and a promise to “increase the disposable income of consumers.” In a way, the DPJ benefited from a contradiction in Japanese public sentiment: the party could attack the LDP for returning to tired old patterns of politics the public hated after Koizumi left office, and simultaneously scapegoat Koizumi’s reforms for the economic distress of the country, all while promising greater government handouts of a kind with Tanaka’s largesse only distributed through cash handouts and taxcuts rather than bridges and roads.

Clean government backbenchers in the DPJ were so worried about the Ozawa-centrism of the new cabinet that they demanded a seat for one of their heroes, Seiji Maehara, who eventually was named minister of land and infrastructure. They were right to be worried. Ozawa has not fully escaped the political scandal that forced him to resign as DPJ leader, and the same political fundraising investigation has threatened to take Hatoyama’s top staffer as well. It would be both ironic and a great waste if the new DPJ coalition returned to closed-door corrupt politics of previous eras, not least of all because it would make it easier for the LDP to stage a comeback without undergoing its own reform and rejuvenation.

### The Change Not Voted for—Foreign and Defense Policy

Only 3 percent of voters in *Sankei Shimbun* exit polls said they were primarily focused on foreign and security policies in the August 30 election. In general, Japan’s foreign and security policies have become steadily less polarized and have
shifted steadily rightward since the end of the Cold War. In government polls taken shortly before the election, 76.4 percent responded that the U.S.-Japan alliance was useful for Japan, and 73 percent said that they felt close to the United States.14 In the same polls, 66.6 percent said they did not feel close to China and 71.9 percent opposed the notion of a Japanese alliance with China. Support for changing the Japanese peace constitution has also steadily increased, with 51.6 percent in favor in April 2009, the most recent poll taken before the election.15

Meanwhile, in spite of a messy impasse in the Diet between the DPJ-led Upper House and the LDP-led Lower House, the two parties came together to support unprecedented new missions for the JSDF in 2009. First, in anticipation of North Korean missile tests in March 2009, the JSDF were authorized to establish their first joint command with rules of engagement that allowed the commanding officer to shoot down threatening missiles without seeking cabinet approval. Then in June, the JSDF established the first joint command overseas (in Djibouti) for anti-piracy operations, with rules of engagement that allowed the unprecedented use of force against pirates threatening third nation’s vessels (putting at least one toe across the government’s traditional interpretation that the constitution prohibits participation in “collective defense”).

The new Japanese government presents something of a countercurrent to these general trends in Japan’s strategic culture. While in opposition, the DPJ opposed Koizumi’s specific decisions to send Japanese ships to the Indian Ocean after the September 11, 2001 attacks as well as Japanese ground and air forces to Iraq after Operation Iraqi Freedom. Internally, the party was divided between former socialists as well as younger progressives on the left who wanted no forces sent abroad and former LDP politicians as well as younger hawks on the right who privately favored even more robust deployments of the JSDF abroad but objected to what they saw as Koizumi’s lack of consultation with the Diet. Ozawa tried to bridge these differences and find a way to oppose Koizumi by stating that he opposed all deployments by the JSDF unless they had a UN mandate, in which case he would support broader rules of engagement on the ground. How that contorted security doctrine would work in practice is now something the DPJ is being forced to confront.

The DPJ also finds itself in a bind about pledges made to create a “more equal alliance” with the United States, including among other things: withdrawing its ships from the multinational coalition in the Indian Ocean, renegotiating bilateral agreements to move U.S. Marines from Okinawa to Guam as well as to

The DPJ is having difficulty transitioning from campaigning to the practical demands of governing.
build a new Marine helicopter base back in Okinawa, revising the Status of Forces Agreement governing U.S. forces in Japan, and declassifying secret documents related to U.S. nuclear weapons policy in Japan in the 1950s and 1960s. Recognizing the broad public support for the alliance, the DPJ shifted the language on these demands in the policy manifesto it produced just before the election, promising only to “work towards” satisfaction in each area. The party’s difficulty in building internal consensus, however, was reflected in a parallel index it produced for internal purposes that used the original language promising to fulfill all of their demands in the alliance.

The DPJ’s promise to move closer to Asia also sends confusing signals. Hatoyama made news after his bilateral summit on the margins of the September 2009 UN General Assembly with President Hu Jintao of China by promising to create a new “East Asian community” that would, by implication, exclude the United States. This, however, was not a new proposal since LDP governments had already agreed to this vision in regional summit meetings held as far back as 2007. Nor is an exclusive East Asia community likely to become a reality any time soon, judging from polling done by CSIS in late 2008 that demonstrated deep skepticism across the region, especially in Japan, about whether security and economic prosperity could be sustained over the coming decades without the United States. Indeed, from the perspective of U.S. national interests, more positive ties between Japan and its Northeast Asian neighbors would be a welcome development, particularly Hatoyama’s pledge not to inflame regional emotions about Japan’s historical aggression. The problem has been that the DPJ has often chosen to articulate its Asianist vision as a kind of counterbalance to the United States, a theme that worked well during the campaign when the party was trying to portray Koizumi as a U.S. lapdog, but one that now sends confusing signals to Washington.

There appears to be general confidence in the Obama administration that the DPJ-led coalition will eventually moderate its demands, drop campaign rhetoric which clashes with reality, and seek to demonstrate competent management of the U.S.-Japan alliance. There are several factors, however, that cause senior officials like outgoing Pacific Commander Timothy Keating to confess that they are “almost certain” (emphasis added) and not simply “certain” about this outcome. The first is the obvious difficulty that the party leadership has had bridging differences within the DPJ as well as with the Socialists in the coalition over security policy. The second is the DPJ’s obvious reluctance since the
elected to drop any of its pledges to change the alliance, and its apparent
decision to go ahead with specific promises to withdraw its ships from the
coalition in the Indian Ocean and to establish a project team to investigate the
secret nuclear arrangements from the 1950s and 1960s. Third is the sudden
removal from decisionmaking of bureaucrats who have managed the alliance in
Tokyo for five decades. These senior officials are now uncertain about what
Japanese policy will be on Afghanistan or bases and nuclear weapons, and about
the continuing influence of outside advisors to the DPJ whose primary
competence has been in sloganeering over the past decade rather than
national security policymaking.

Of course, the United States would recognize some of these dysfunctional
aspects of government transitions. Japan, however, has not experienced a
complete change of government parties in over half a century. Based on the
multiple messages coming out of the cabinet on issues like bases and
Afghanistan, the DPJ is clearly having difficulty transitioning from the
rhetoric of a political campaign to the practical demands of governing. While
appearing to make minor adjustments on Okinawa and other issues, the Obama
administration is finding itself having to invest considerable time and effort to
ensure that the DPJ does not take decisions that degrade alliance capabilities or
send the wrong signals to potential adversaries.

In the long run, it is likely that this period will be seen by historians as an
anomalous leftward drift in Japanese security policy before a sudden acceleration
back toward more hard-headed realism. There is a precedent in the socialists’
brief participation in a coalition government with the LDP back in 1994–1996,
which was followed by the most significant advances in U.S.-Japan security
cooperation in decades, including the expansion of bilateral defense guidelines
to include regional contingencies and agreements on joint missile defense
collaboration. One reason the socialists are proving so inflexible on security
policy this time is that they remember what happened in the mid-1990s and
know that they will become expendable the moment Ozawa secures enough LDP
defectors or new DPJ seats to hold a majority without them in the Upper House.
Ozawa reportedly sees realignment that expunges or dilutes the influence of the
left as critical to securing long-term dominance over the LDP.

**Increasing Domestic Consumption (or “Buying Votes”?)**

Japan faces serious challenges to its economic performance. By 2025, the elderly
will account for 30 percent of the population. Productivity is declining and
the recent financial crisis has called into question the long-term viability of
Japan’s continuing dependence on exports for economic growth. In its
September 9, 2009 joint policy statement, the DPJ-led coalition blames
The DPJ thus far does not have a serious plan for restoring longer-term economic growth to Japan.

Increasing domestic demand in Japan to correct external imbalances has been a policy goal of the United States and other nations for decades. In the near term, the DPJ’s plan to cut highway taxes as well as school fees and provide a monthly allowance of 26,000 yen to each household with a child will probably stimulate the Japanese economy. These policies are also designed to put money in the pockets of voters before the DPJ has to go to the polls in the Upper House elections next summer, when they hope to consolidate their governing position and prevent an LDP comeback. The DPJ’s largesse will also add an additional 7.1 trillion yen to annual budget deficits at a time when Japan’s debt to GDP ratio is already the highest in the world at 172.1 percent and projected to climb to 200 percent by 2010. The DPJ’s pledge not to raise the consumption tax above the current 5 percent level (an increase necessary to offset decreased revenue from an aging population) has further limited options for fighting a ballooning deficit problem.

The DPJ has alarmed big business with pledges to ban all day laborers, spot dispatch, and registered dispatch workers. Part-time labor has risen from 16 percent of Japan’s workforce in 1985 to over one-third today, with a serious detrimental impact on social cohesion, worker training, and productivity. The DPJ proposal, if implemented, would make Japan the only member of the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) to ban short-term contract labor, and the resulting inflexibilities in the labor market would likely either drive up unemployment or offshore manufacturing by Japanese corporations. International bankers were also stunned at proposals from Minister of State for Financial Services Shizuka Kamei to establish a three year moratorium on debt for small and medium sized industries, which could prompt a major credit crunch if implemented.

The DPJ’s extremely ambitious pledge to cut greenhouse gas emissions by 25 percent from 1990 levels by 2020 (compared with 20 percent by the European Union) also has business leaders warning that they will move offshore, though the proposals have won praise from environmental leaders internationally. The ambitious pledges to cut emissions also clash with the party’s promise to cut
highway taxes at home, which most economists expect would increase automobile use and, therefore, greenhouse gas emissions. Overall, the change in government has brought a number of former union leaders into the Japanese cabinet while simultaneously severing big business’s traditional connections to the ruling party. Business leaders in Japan, like alliance managers in Washington, expect the DPJ to move in their direction over time, but appear to have the same uncertainty about how smooth or how long that transition will be.

What is largely lacking from the DPJ vision thus far is a serious plan for restoring longer-term economic growth to Japan. For all the DPJ’s criticism of Koizumi’s radical free market ideology, the fact remains that Japan grew at an annual rate of 2.1 percent while Koizumi was prime minister, which was higher than the OECD average and well above Japan’s anemic annual growth rate of the previous decade. Over the same period, he reduced non-performing loans from 8.4 percent of GDP to 1.8 percent for good measure. The 15.2 percent decline in Japan’s GDP since the financial crisis struck was not the fault of Japanese corporations, the Japanese people, or Koizumi. It did, however, make anti-globalization and anti-capitalist campaign themes effective, and opened the way for the DPJ to shift the balance of Japanese economic policy toward distribution.

For decades, Japan’s economy had both remarkable growth rates and fairness. Thus far, the DPJ is promising to shift the relative balance toward distribution rather than economic performance. In doing so, they are reflecting much of the decency in the post-war Japanese social contract that many voters feel had been lost since the 1980s (though by comparison, Japan’s Gini coefficient, a measure of economic inequality, increased by just 0.02 from 2000 to 2005, a much smaller increase than the OECD average). Hatoyama has tried to capture this sentiment with repeated references to “fraternity” (yuai), a concept developed by the pre-war philosopher Richard Nikolaus von Coudenhove-Kalergi and translated into Japanese by Hatoyama’s grandfather, to describe a new vision transcending both socialism and capitalism. The concept resonates with the Japanese public and helps Hatoyama bridge the gap between the conservative and socialist wings of his coalition for now (much like Ozawa’s formula on security). Whether it will survive the inevitable collision with fiscal and macroeconomic reality is another question.

A New Quality of Leadership?

In the late 1980s, as the corruption and insularity of Japan’s ruling elite began to chafe, directors Takahito Hara and Tetsuya Nakashima began a series of popular films titled, You Idiots! I’m Really Mad! [Bakayaro: Watashi Okkote Imasu!]. The movies consisted of sketches of different hapless but well-behaved
Japanese citizens being given the run-around by bureaucrats, politicians, or other officious characters, with the victim in the end finally exacting revenge in some form, and then yelling out “you idiots!! I’m really mad!!” Japan’s August 2009 election was the ultimate episode of “bakayaro!” politics.

The DPJ has promised a return to the justice of the Japanese social contract that existed when the nation could afford both high economic growth and equitable distribution, to a time when nationalists hoped Japanese superior economic performance would wean the nation from strategic dependence on the United States and secure a renewed leadership position for Japan in Asia. Those dreams will be extremely difficult for Japan to recapture based on the DPJ’s policy agenda as it now stands, and may be gone forever.

The question is whether the DPJ or the next generation of leadership will react by tapping into popular resentment of Japan’s fate with demagoguery, hypernationalism, and retreat from the world, or whether they will put forward a confident and ambitious vision of Japan’s role that harnesses the untapped strengths in Japan’s national character. The DPJ government shows elements of both: its populist criticism of globalization, U.S. bases, and Japan’s bureaucracy represent the politics of resentment, while the party’s moves to open politics to broader participation, empower women and civil society, and debate surrounding broader roles for the JSDF present opportunities to harness new sources of dynamism and national power in Japan.

In the longer run, decoupling Japan from the United States or committing fiscal suicide in the name of redistribution are both unlikely, even if hints of both keep the DPJ coalition together for the near term. The longer the confused transition languishes, however, the further the content and quality of Japan’s commitment to international relevance and leadership will decline. Gauging the dynamism of the next generation of politicians in both the LDP and the DPJ in their 40s and 50s, there are reasons to be optimistic. The distinguished historian Kenneth Pyle has pointed out that Japan has always successfully reordered its domestic institutions and instruments of national power to deal with new circumstances internationally. This new chapter in Japanese politics will hopefully prove him right again.
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